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Given a completely positive~CP! map T, there is a theorem of the Radon–
Nikodym type@W. B. Arveson, Acta Math.123, 141 ~1969!; V. P. Belavkin and P.
Staszewski, Rep. Math. Phys.24, 49 ~1986!# that completely characterizes all CP
mapsS such thatT2S is also a CP map. This theorem is reviewed, and several
alternative formulations are given along the way. We then use the Radon–Nikodym
formalism to study the structure of order intervals of quantum operations, as well as
a certain one-to-one correspondence between CP maps and positive operators, al-
ready fruitfully exploited in many quantum information-theoretic treatments. We
also comment on how the Radon–Nikodym theorem can be used to derive norm
estimates for differences of CP maps in general, and of quantum operations in
particular. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1615697#

I. INTRODUCTION

In the mathematical framework of quantum information theory,1 all admissible devices are
modeled by the so-called quantum operations2,3—that is, completely positive linear contraction
on the algebra of observables of the physical system under consideration. Thus it is of para
importance to have at one’s disposal a good analysis toolkit for completely positive~CP! maps.

There are many useful structure theorems for CP maps. The two best known ones,
Stinespring4 and Kraus,3 arede rigueurin virtually all quantum information-theoretic treatment
These theorems are significant because each of them states that a given map is CP if and
it is expressible in a certain canonical form. However, in many applications we need to co
whole families of CP maps. This necessitates the introduction of comparison tools for CP
e.g., when the family of CP maps in question admits some sort of~partial! order.

Mathematically, the set of all CP maps between two algebras of observables is a cone t
be partially ordered in the following natural way. IfS andT are two CP maps, we writeS<T if
T2S is CP as well. This partial order comes up in, e.g., the problem of distinguishing bet
two known CP maps with givena priori probabilities under the constraint that the avera
probability of error is minimized.5 A typical way of dealing with partially ordered cones is
exhibit a correspondence between the cone’s order and a partial order of some ‘‘simpler’’ o
This is accomplished by means of theorems of the Radon–Nikodym type, as in the case o
partial ordering of positive measures or positive linear functionals. There are a number of R
Nikodym theorems for CP maps~see, e.g., the work of Arveson,6 Belavkin and Staszewski,7

Davies,2 Holevo,8 Ozawa,9 and Parthasarathy10! that differ widely in scope and in generality. Thu
the results of Davies, Ozawa, and Holevo have to do with Radon–Nikodym derivatives o
instruments9 with respect to scalar measures. On the other hand, ideas common to the Arves
Belavkin–Staszewski theorems, with further developments by Parthasarathy, are directly
cable to the partial ordering of CP maps described above, and will therefore be the focus
present article. More specifically, we will demonstrate that certain problems encountered in
tum information-theoretic settings that involve characterization and comparison of CP map
best understood in this Radon–Nikodym framework.

The paper is organized as follows. We summarize the salient facts on CP maps and qu
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operations in Sec. II. In Sec. III we review the Arveson–Belavkin–Staszewski formulation o
Radon–Nikodym theorem for CP maps and state several alternative, but equivalent, versio
Radon–Nikodym machinery is then applied to the following problems: partial ordering of q
tum operations~Sec. IV!, characterization of quantum operations by means of positive oper
~Sec. V!, and estimating norms of differences of CP maps~Sec. VI!. Finally some concluding
remarks are made in Sec. VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Completely positive maps

1. Definitions

Let A andB be C*-algebras; denote byA1 the cone of positive elements ofA. A linear map
T:A→B is calledpositive if T(A1)#B1. Given somenPN, let Mn be the algebra ofn3n
complex matrices. The mapT is calledn-positiveif the induced mapT^ idn :A^ Mn→B^ Mn is
positive, andcompletely positiveif it is n-positive for allnPN.

One typically considers mapsT:A→B(H), whereA is a C*-algebra with identity, andB~H!
is the algebra of bounded operators on a complex separable Hilbert spaceH. Then it can be
shown4 that T is CP if and only if, for eachnPN,

(
i , j 51

n

^h i uT~Ai* Aj !h j&>0 ;h iPH, AiPA; i 51,...,n. ~1!

2. Theorems of Stinespring and Kraus

A fundamental theorem of Stinespring4 states that, for any normal~i.e., ultraweakly continu-
ous! CP mapT:A→B(H), there exist a Hilbert spaceK, a * -homomorphismp:A→B~K!, and a
bounded operatorV:H→K, such that

T~A!5V* p~A!V ;APA. ~2!

We will refer to any such triple (K,V,p) @or, through a slight abuse of language, to the form~2!
of T# as aStinespring dilationof T. GivenT, one can construct its Stinespring dilation in such
way thatK5p~A!VH, i.e., the set$p(A)VcuAPA,cPH% is total in K. With this additional
property, the Stinespring dilation is unique up to unitary equivalence,11 and is called theminimal
Stinespring dilation.

For the special case of a CP mapT:B(H1)→B(H2), we can always find a Hilbert spaceE and
a bounded operatorV:H2→H1^ E, such that

T~A!5V* ~A^ 1E!V ;APA. ~3!

This follows from the fact that any normal* -representation of the C*-algebraB~H! is unitarily
equivalent to theamplification map A°A^ 1E for some Hilbert spaceE ~Ref. 12, Sec. 2.7!. Any
minimal Stinespring dilation ofT that has the form~3! will be referred to as itscanonical
Stinespring dilation. The canonical Stinespring dilation is likewise unique up to unitary equ
lence.

Another important structure theorem for CP maps is due to Kraus.3 It says that for any CP map
T:A→B(H), with A being a W*-algebra of operators on some Hilbert spaceH8, there exists a
collection of bounded operatorsVx :H→H8, such that

5004 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
T~A!5(
x

Vx* AVx , ~4!
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where the series converges in the strong operator topology. If dimH5`, the set$Vx% can be
chosen in such a way that its cardinality equals the Hilbertian dimension~i.e., the cardinality of
any complete orthonormal basis! of H.11

The Stinespring dilation~3! and the Kraus form~4! of a CP mapT:B(H1)→B(H2) are
related to one another via the correspondence

Vc5(
x

Vxc ^ ex ;cPH2 , ~5!

where $ex% is an orthonormal system inE. Note that the Kraus operators$Vx% depend on the
choice of$ex%. The adjoint operatorV* :H1^ E→H2 acts on the elementary tensorsc ^ xPH1

^ E as

V* ~c ^ x!5(
x

^exux&Vx* c.

It is not hard to see that whenH1 andH2 are both finite-dimensional, any canonical Stinespr
dilation of T will give rise to at most dimH1•dimH2 Kraus operators. This is so because the
Kraus operators must be linearly independent elements of the vector spaceL(H2 ,H1) of all linear
operators fromH2 into H1 . Furthermore, the number of terms in such a Kraus decompositio
uniquely determined byT.13

3. Partial order of CP maps

The cone CP~A;H! of all normal CP maps ofA into B~H! can be partially ordered in the
following natural fashion. GivenS, TPCP(A;H), we will write S<T if T2SPCP(A;H). Fol-
lowing Belavkin and Staszewski,7 we will say thatS is completely dominated by T. Given a
nonnegative real constantc, we will say thatS is completely c-dominated by Tif S<cT. Using the
condition ~1!, we see thatS<T if and only if

(
i , j 51

n

^h i uS~Ai* Aj !h j&< (
i , j 51

n

^h i uT~Ai* Aj !h j& ;h iPH, AiPA; i 51,...,n

for eachnPN. We will use the notation CP(H1 ,H2) ~note the comma! for the set of all CP maps
of B(H1) into B(H2).

B. Quantum operations

Reversible dynamics of a closed quantum-mechanical system with the Hilbert spaceH is
given, in the Schro¨dinger picture, by the mappingr°UrU* , wherer is a density operator onH
~i.e., Trr51 andr>0!, andU:H→H is a unitary transformation. In the dual Heisenberg pict
same dynamics is described by the mappingA°U* AU for all APB(H). The two descriptions
are equivalent as they yield the same observed statistics, Tr(UrU* A)5Tr(rU* AU).

On the other hand, when the system is open because it is either coupled to an environm
is being subjected to a measurement, its most general time evolution is irreversible. T
captured mathematically by means of aquantum operation,3 i.e., a completely positive norma
linear mapT:B(H)→B(H) with the additional constraintT(1)<1. In terms of the Kraus form,
T(A)5(xVx* AVx , we have the bound(xVx* Vx<1. The corresponding Schro¨dinger-picture map
on density operators,r°T* (r), is defined14 by

Tr@T* ~r!A#5Tr@rT~A!# ;APB~H!,

and can then be extended to the linear span of the density operators, the trace classT~H!. It

5005J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
follows at once that the mapT* is completely positive and trace decreasing in the sense that
Tr T* (X)<Tr X for any XPT(H). In order to retain proper normalization for density operators,
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one usually writes the Schro¨dinger-picture evolution dual toT asr°T* (r)/Tr T* (r). Alterna-
tively, one says that the transformationr°T* (r) succeeds with probabilityTr T* (r); this prob-
ability is equal to unity for all density operatorsr if and only if T is unital, i.e.,T(1)51, so that
T* is trace-preserving. Unital quantum operations are also referred to asquantum channels.1

The Kraus theorem implies that we can write any quantum operationT as a sum ofpure
operations~Ref. 2, Sec. 2.3!, i.e., maps of the formA°X* AX with X* X<1 ~this is equivalent to
X being a contraction,iXi<1 wherei•i is the usual operator norm,iXi5supcPHiXci /ici). The
qualification ‘‘pure’’ is usually interpreted as referring to the fact that, for any pure stateuc&^cu, the
~un-normalized! stateXuc&^cuX* is pure as well.5 However, as we shall see later, it is a dire
consequence of the Radon–Nikodym theorem for CP maps thatT is a pure operation if and only
if all operations completely dominated by it are its nonnegative multiples. This is analogous
case of pure states on a C*-algebraA: a statev on A is pure if and only if all positive linear
functionalsw onA, such thatv2w is positive are nonnegative multiples ofv ~Ref. 15, Sec. 2.3.2!.

Given the canonical Stinespring dilation~3! of a quantum channelT ~in which caseV is an
isometry!, the Schro¨dinger-picture operationT* can be cast in the so-calledancilla form

T* ~r!5TrE U~r ^ uj&^ju!U* , ~6!

where TrE(•) denotes the partial trace overE, jPE is a fixed unit vector, andU is the unitary
extension of the partial isometryÛ from H2^ @ uj&^ju# to H1^ E defined byÛ(c ^ j)5Vc.3,16

~We use@P# to denote the closed subspace corresponding to the orthogonal projectionP.!
Finally, note that the input and output Hilbert spaces do not have to be the same; in ge

quantum operations are completely positive normal linear mapsT:B(H1)→B(H2) with T(1H1
)

<1H2
. The corresponding Schro¨dinger-picture operations are completely positive trace-decrea

mapsT* :T(H2)→T(H1). Most of the discussion in this section carries over to this case, mo
straightforward modifications; however, one must be careful with the ancilla representatio
general Schro¨dinger-picture channelT* . The key caveat here is that the initial ancillary space a
the final ‘‘traced-out’’ space need not be isomorphic. This yet again underscores the advanta
working in the Heisenberg picture.

C. The norm of complete boundedness

In many information-theoretic studies of noisy quantum channels one needs a quant
measure of the ‘‘noisiness’’ of a channel; this is, in fact, a natural departure point for va
definitions of information-carrying capacities of quantum channels.1,17,18 A good candidate for
such a measure is the normiT2 idi? , where the question mark refers to the fact that we have
yet specified a suitable norm.

The choice of the proper norm turns out to be a tricky matter.1 Let A andB be C*-algebras,
and consider a linear mapL: A→B. We cannot adopt the operator norm, defined by

iLi5sup$iL~A!iuAPA,iAi<1%, ~7!

where iAi is the ~unique! C*-norm on A, because the normiL ^ idni of the mapL ^ idn :A
^ Mn→B^ Mn can increase withn even ifL itself is bounded~see Chap. 3 of Ref. 19!. What we
need is a ‘‘stabilized’’ version of~7!. A mapL:A→B is calledcompletely bounded~CB for short!
if there exists some constantC>0 such that all the mapsL ^ idn :A^ Mn→B^ Mn are uniformly
bounded byC, i.e., iL ^ idni<C. The CB normiLicb is defined to be the smallest constantC for
which this holds, i.e.,

5006 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
iLicb5 sup
nPN

iL ^ idni .
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All CB maps have the property of ‘‘factoring through a Hilbert space,’’ as shown in the follow
key structure theorem~Theorem 3.6 in Ref. 19!, given here in a slightly simplified form suitabl
for our needs.

Theorem II.1: (Haagerup–Paulsen–Wittstock) LetH and K be Hilbert spaces, and le
L:B~H!→B~K! be a CB map. Then there exist a Hilbert spaceE and operators V1 ,V2 :K→H
^ E with iV1iiV2i<iLicb (i•i stands for the operator norm), such that

L~A!5V1* ~A^ 1E!V2 . ~8!

Conversely, any mapL of the form (8) satisfiesiLicb<iV1iiV2i .
Note that the Stinespring and the Haagerup–Paulsen–Wittstock theorems together imp

any CP map is automatically CB. In fact, for a CP mapT, we haveiTicb5iT(1)i .20 Also, the
difference of two CP maps is always CB.

Theorem II.1 suggests an alternative way to define the CB norm of a mapL, namely, as

iLicb5 inf$iV1iiV2i%, ~9!

where the infimum is taken over all possible decompositions ofL in the form~8!. Moreover, the
theorem guarantees that the infimum in~9! is attained.

In quantum information theory one frequently deals with both the operationT:B(H)
→B(K) and its~pre!dual, T* :T(K)→T(H). As we mentioned in Sec. II B,T and T* are con-
nected by the relation Tr@T(A)B#5Tr@AT* (B)#, APB(H), BPT(K). This duality holds also for
any normal CB mapL:B~H!→B~K!, so that whenL is written in the form~8!, we have

L* ~A!5TrE V2AV1* ;APT~K!. ~10!

This motivates the definition of the dual CB norm,

iL* icb* 5 inf$iV1iiV2i%, ~11!

where the infimum is taken over all possible decompositions ofL* in the form ~10!. It is now
clear thatiLicb5iL* icb* for any normal CB mapL, so in the future we will always writeiLicb,
even when working withL* . In fact, the norm~11! was introduced by Kitaev21 under the name
‘‘diamond norm’’ ~Kitaev used the notationiLiL). The equivalence of the diamond norm and t
CB norm has been alluded to in the literature on quantum information theory17 but, to the best of
our knowledge, no proof of the equivalence was ever presented.

The duality relation betweenL:B~H!→B~K! andL* :T(K)→T(H) implies that we can also
write

iLicb5 sup
nPN

iL* ^ idni1 ,

where iL* i15sup$iL* (A)i1uAPT(K),iAi1<1% and iAi15TruAu[TrAA* A is the trace norm
~Sec. VI.6, Ref. 22!. For this purpose we can use the well-known variational characterizatio
the operator norm~Theorem 3.2 in Ref. 23!, namely,

iAi5 sup
BPT~H!
iBi1<1

uTr~AB!u ;APB~H!.

5007J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
Then for any normal CB mapL:B~H!→B~K! we have
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iLi5 sup
APB~H!
iAi<1

iL~A!i5 sup
BPT~K!
iBi1<1

sup
APB~H!
iAi<1

uTr@L~A!B#u5 sup
BPT~K!
iBi1<1

sup
APB~H!
iAi<1

uTr@AL* ~B!#u

5 sup
BPT~K!
iBi1<1

iL* ~B!i15iL* i1 ,

which also implies thatiL ^ idni5iL* ^ idni1 for all nPN. Taking the supremum of both side
with respect ton does the job. In a nutshell, the CB norm of a map between algebras of bou
operators on Hilbert spaces can be defined through a variational expression involving the o
norm, whereas the CB norm of the corresponding dual map between the trace classes i
mined by a variational expression in the trace norm.

We now summarize the key properties of the CB norm. For any two CB m
L:B~H!→B~H8! andL:B~H8!→B~K8!, any APB(H), and anyBPT(H8), we have the follow-
ing:

~1! iL8+Licb<iL8icbiLicb,
~2! iL ^ L8icb5iLicbiL8icb,
~3! iL(A)i<iLicbiAi ,
~4! iL* (B)i1<iLicbiBi1 .

For proofs see, e.g., the article of Kitaev21 or the monographs of Pisier19 and Paulsen.20

III. THE RADON–NIKODYM THEOREM FOR COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS

In this section we review a theorem of the Radon–Nikodym type that allows for a com
classification of all CP mapsS that are completely dominated by a given CP mapT. As we have
already mentioned, this theorem can be distilled from the more general results of Arveso6 and
Belavkin and Staszewski.7 The work of Parthasarathy10 contains further developments, in partic
lar an analogue of the Lebesgue decomposition for CP maps. The idea is to express all mapS that
satisfyS<T in the form related to the~minimal! Stinespring dilation ofT; this ‘‘Stinespring form’’
of the theorem6,7 is stated in Sec. III A, with the proof included in order to keep the pa
self-contained. Then, in Sec. III B, we state and prove two ‘‘Kraus forms’’ of the Radon–Niko
theorem. Finally, some general remarks are given in Sec. III C.

A. The Stinespring form

Before we state and prove the Radon–Nikodym theorem, let us recall a standard pi
notation. Given a C*-algebraA and a*-homomorphismp:A→B~H!, the set$BPB(H)u@A,B#
[AB2BA50,;APp(A)% is called thecommutantof p and is denoted byp~A!8.

Theorem III.1: Consider S,TPCP(A;H), and let(K,V,p) be the minimal Stinespring dila
tion of T. Then S<T if and only if there exists an operator Fˆ Pp(A)8, such that0<F̂<1 and

S~A!5V* p~A!F̂V5V* F̂1/2p~A!F̂1/2V

for all APA. The operator Fˆ is unique in the sense that if S(A)5V* p(A)YV for some Y
Pp(A)8, then Y5F̂. We will refer to this operator Fˆ as the Radon–Nikodym derivative of S with
respect to T and denote it byDTS.

Proof: SupposeS<T, and let (K8,V8,p8) be the minimal Stinespring dilation ofS. Define an
operatorĜ:K→K8 by

Ĝ:p~A!Vh°p8~A!V8h ;APA,hPH,

5008 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
and extend it to the linear span ofp(A)VH. For any finite linear combinationC
5( i 51

n p(Ai)Vh i we have
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iĜCi25 (
i , j 51

n

^h i uV8* p8~Ai* Aj !V8h j&

5 (
i , j 51

n

^h i uS~Ai* Aj !h j&

< (
i , j 51

n

^h i uT~Ai* Aj !h j&

5 (
i , j 51

n

^h i uV* p~Ai* Aj !Vh j&5iCi2.

Thus Ĝ is a densely defined contraction, and therefore extends to a contraction fromK into K8.
We will denote this extension also byĜ. For the adjoint mapĜ* , we have

^huV* Ĝ* p8~A!V8j&5^ĜVhup8~A!V8j&5^V8hup8~A!V8j&5^huV8* p8~A!V8j&[^huS~A!j&

for all h, jPH andAPA, which implies thatV* Ĝ* p8(A)V8h5S(A)h.
The mapĜ intertwines the representationsp andp8, i.e., Ĝp(A)5p8(A)Ĝ for any APA.

Indeed, for allA, BPA andhPH we have

Ĝp~A!p~B!Vh5Ĝp~AB!Vh5p8~AB!V8h5p8~A!p8~B!V8h5p8~A!Ĝp~B!Vh,

and the desired statement follows because of the minimality of the Stinespring dilation (K,V,p).
Taking adjoints, we also obtainp(A)Ĝ* 5Ĝ* p8(A). Letting F̂5Ĝ* Ĝ, we see that

F̂p~A!5Ĝ* Ĝp~A!5Ĝ* p8~A!Ĝ5p~A!Ĝ* Ĝ5p~A!F̂,

which shows thatF̂Pp(A)8. Finally, for all APA andhPH we have

V* F̂p~A!Vh5V* Ĝ* Ĝp~A!Vh5V* Ĝ* p8~A!V8h5S~A!h,

thus S(A)5V* F̂p(A)V5V* p(A)F̂V5V* F̂1/2p(A)F̂1/2V. The uniqueness ofF̂ follows from
the minimality of (K8,V8,p8).

The converse is clear. j

For the special caseS,TPCP(H1 ,H2) we can use the canonical Stinespring dilation~3! and
the fact that the commutant of the algebraB(H1) ^ C1E is isomorphic toC1H1

^ B(E) ~Theorem
IV.5.9 in Ref. 24!, to deduce the following.

Corollary III.2: Let S,TPCP(H1 ,H2), and let T(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V be the canonical Stine
spring dilation of T. Then S<T if and only if there exists a positive contraction FPB(E), such
that S(A)5V* (A^ F)V for all APB(H1).

As we already mentioned, the Radon–Nikodym theorem allows one to fully appreciat
term ‘‘pure operation.’’ LetH1 andH2 be Hilbert spaces, and consider the mapT(A)5X* AX,
whereX:H2→H1 is a contraction. Clearly,X* AX is the canonical Stinespring dilation ofT so, by
Theorem III.1, anySPCP(H1 ,H2) that satisfiesS<T must be of the formlX* AX for some
lP@0,1#.

Theorem III.1 can also be used to characterize completely all ways to write a givT
PCP(A;H) as a finite sum( iTi , with TiPCP(A;H) for all i. It is actually the resulting theorem
stated below, that is referred to as the ‘‘Radon–Nikodym theorem for CP maps’’ in the qua
information literature.18

Theorem III.3: Consider a map TPCP(A;H) with the canonical Stinespring dilation

5009J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
(K,V,p). For any finite decomposition T5( iTi with TiPCP(A;H) there exist unique positive
operators F̂iPp(A)8 that satisfy( i F̂ i51K , such that Ti(A)5V* p(A)F̂ iV.
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Proof: Apply Theorem III.1 separately to each pair (Ti ,T), and letF̂ i5DTTi . Then T(A)
5( iV* p(A)F̂ iV5V* p(A)V, and( i F̂ i51K by the uniqueness part of Theorem III.1. j

Remark:The decompositionT5( iTi is a particularly simple instance of a CP instrument.2 As
such, it is not difficult to extract Theorem III.3 from more general results of Ozawa.9 h

B. The Kraus form

Theorem III.1 can be restated in a simple way in terms of the Kraus form of a CP ma
order to do this, we need some additional machinery~Sec. II.15 in Ref. 25!.

Let X be a set. Any functionK:X3X→C is called akernel on X. The setK(X) of all kernels
on X is a vector space, with the corresponding algebraic operations defined pointwise onX3X.
We say that a kernelKPK(X) is positive-definite, and writeK>0, if for eachnPN we have

(
i , j 51

n

cicjK~xi ,xj !>0 ;xiPX,ciPC; i 51,...,n.

Given a pair of kernelsK,K8PK(X), we will write K<K8 if K82K is positive-definite. Note tha
a positive-definite kernel is automatically Hermitian, i.e.,K(x,y)5K(y,x).

According to the fundamental theorem of Kolmogorov, for any positive-definite kerneK
PK(X) there exist a Hilbert spaceHK and a mapvK :X→HK such that ^vK(x)uvK(y)&
5K(x,y) for all x,yPX, and the set$vK(x)uxPX% is total inHK . The pair (HK ,vK) is referred
to as theKolmogorov decompositionof K and is unique up to unitary equivalence.

After these preparations, we may state our first result.
Theorem III.4: Consider two maps S,TPCP(H1 ,H2). Let $Vx%xPX be a Kraus decomposi

tion of T induced by the canonical Stinespring dilation T(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V, as prescribed in (5).
Then S<T if and only if

S~A!5 (
x,yPX

K~x,y!Vx* AVy

for some positive-definite kernel KPK(X) with K<I , where I is the Kronecker kernel I(x,y)
[dxy .

Proof: SupposeS<T. By Corollary III.2, S(A)5V* (A^ F)V for some positive contraction
FPB(E). Let $ex%xPX be the orthonormal system inE, determined byV and$Vx% from ~5!. Then
for any hPH2 we have

S~A!h5V* ~A^ F !Vh5V* S (
yPX

AVyh ^ FeyD 5 (
x,yPX

^exuFey&Vx* AVyh.

Define the kernelKPK(X) by settingK(x,y)ª^exuFey&. Then 0<F<1 implies that 0<K<I .
Conversely, suppose we are given

T~A!5 (
xPX

Vx* AVx

and

S~A!5 (
x,yPX

K~x,y!Vx* AVy

5010 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
for someKPK(X) such that 0<K<I . Let (HK ,vK) be the Kolmogorov decomposition ofK, and
let fin(X) be the set of all finite subsets ofX. Define an operatorG:E→HK by
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G: (
xPX0

cxex° (
xPX0

cxvK~x! ;cxPC, X0Pfin~X!.

It is easy to see that, for anyX0Pfin(X),

I (
xPX0

cxexI 2

5 (
xPX0

ucxu250

implies cx50 for all xPX0 , and consequently

IGS (
xPX0

cxexD I 2

5 (
x,yPX0

cxcyK~x,y!< (
xPX0

ucxu250,

where the last equality above follows becauseK<I . Thus G extends to a well-defined linea
operator onE, which we will also denote byG. Let F5G* G. Then ^exuFey&5^vK(x)uvK(y)&
5K(x,y), and 0<K<I implies that 0<F<1E . Thus, for allAPB(H1) andhPH2 we have

S~A!h5(
x,y

K~x,y!Vx* AVy5 (
x,yPX

^exuFey&Vx* AVy5V* ~A^ F !V,

so thatS<T by Corollary III.2. j

Remarks: ~1! When the set$Vx% is finite, Theorem III.4 says thatS<T for T(A)
5(xVx* AVx if and only if S(A)5(x,yMxyVx* AVy for some matrixM5@Mxy# with 0<M<1.

~2! Since we deal only with separable Hilbert spaces, the index setX is at most countably
infinite. h

Another Kraus form of the Radon–Nikodym theorem can be proved directly, without reco
to the theory of positive-definite kernels.

Theorem III.5: Consider two maps S,TPCP(H1 ,H2). Then S<T if and only if there exist a
Kraus decomposition T(A)5(xWx* AWx , induced by the canonical Stinespring dilation of T, a
a set$lxulxP@0,1#%, such that S(A)5(xlxWx* AWx .

Proof: SupposeS<T. Let T(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V be the canonical Stinespring dilation ofT.
Then Corollary III.2 says thatS(A)5V* (A^ F)V for some positive contractionFPB(E). Write
down the spectral decompositionF5(xlxufx&^fxu, so thatlxP@0,1# and ^fxufy&5dxy . Let
$Wx% be the Kraus decomposition ofT determined from~5! by V and $fx%. Then for anyh
PH2 we have

S~A!h5V* ~A^ F !Vh5V* S (
y

lyAWyh ^ fyD 5(
x,y

ly^fxufy&Wx* AWyh5(
x

lxWx* AWx .

The converse follows readily from the fact that the mapA°(x(12lx)Wx* AWx is CP for any
choice of$Wx% and$lx% with lxP@0,1#. j

C. General remarks

Before we go on, we would like to pause and make some general comments abo
significance of the Radon–Nikodym theorem for CP maps at large.

The real power of this theorem lies in the fact that it contains the ‘‘traditional’’ forms of
Radon–Nikodym theorem as special cases. In order to see this, we will need the following
~see Corollary IV.3.5 and Proposition IV.3.9 in Ref. 24!: a positive mapT from a C*-algebraA to
another C*-algebraB is automatically completely positive whenever at least one ofA andB is
Abelian.

With this in mind, let us observe that any positive linear functionalw on a C*-algebraA is a

5011J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
positive map fromA to C, and therefore is CP. When we apply the Stinespring theorem tow, we
simply recover the GNS representations~H,p,V! of A induced byw, whereH is the Hilbert space
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of the representation,p is a* -isomorphism betweenA and a suitable C*-subalgebra ofB~H!, and
VPH is cyclic for p, i.e., H5p(A)V. Of course, we have thenw(A)5^Vup(A)V& for all A
PA.

Consider first the Abelian case. LetX be a compact Hausdorff space, and letA be the
commutative C*-algebraC(X) of all complex-valued continuous functions onX. Let w be a
positive linear functional onC(X). By the Riesz–Markov theorem@see Theorem IV.14~Ref. 22!#,
there exists a unique Baire measurem on X such thatw( f )5*Xf (x)dm(x), ; f PC(X). If w is a
state@i.e., w(1X)51 where1X is, of course, the function onX that is identically equal to 1#, then
m is a probability measure. The GNS construction yields the cyclic representation~H,p,V!, where
H5L2(X,dm), @p( f )g#(x)5 f (x)g(x), andV51X , such that

w~ f !5^Vup~ f !V&5E
X

f ~x!dm~x!.

This is the minimal Stinespring dilation of the CP mapw:C(X)→C; more precisely, we have th
isometryV:C→L2(X,dm) defined byVc5cV, so thatw( f )5V* p( f )V. Now suppose we are
given another positive linear functionalh on C(X) such thath<w, i.e., h( f )<w( f ) for every
non-negativef PC(X). Then Theorem III.1 states that there exists a non-negative functior
Pp(C(X))8#L`(X,dm) such thath( f )5V* p( f )rV, i.e.,

h~ f !5^Vurp~ f !V&5E
X
r~x! f ~x!dm~x!.

Again, by the Riesz–Markov theorem, there exists a unique Baire measuren on X such that
h( f )5*Xf (x)dn(x). It is easy to see that the functionr is precisely the measure-theoret
Radon–Nikodym derivative dn/dm.

The noncommutative case is dealt with in a similar manner. Namely, ifw is a state on a unita
C*-algebraA that admits the cyclic representation~H,p,V!, then any positive linear functionalh
on A such thath<w has the formh(A)5^Vup(A)FV& for a unique positive contractionF
Pp(A)8. This is, of course, the familiar Radon–Nikodym theorem for states on C*-algebras~see
Theorem 2.3.19 in Ref. 15!.

IV. PARTIAL ORDERING OF QUANTUM OPERATIONS

The first series of problems we tackle by means of the Radon–Nikodym theorems of S
is connected to the partial ordering of quantum operations with respect to the relation of com
domination, defined in Sec. II.

As mentioned already, all quantum operationsT:B(H1)→B(H2) must satisfyT(1H1
)<1H2

. It
turns out that this normalization condition imposes severe restrictions on the structure o
order intervals. In particular, as shown in the following Proposition, no nontrivial differenc
quantum channels can be a CP map.

Proposition IV.1: Let S,TPCP(H1 ,H2) be quantum channels. Then T2SPCP(H1 ,H2) if
and only if S5T.

Proof: SupposeT2SPCP(H1 ,H2), or, equivalently,S<T. Then Theorem III.5 implies tha
there exists a Kraus decompositionT(A)5(xWx* AWx such thatS(A)5(xlxWx* AWx with 0
<lx<1. Because bothS and T are channels,S(1)5T(1)51, which implies that (x(1
2lx)Wx* Wx50. Since each term in this sum is a positive operator, the only possibility is
lx51 for all x, or S5T. The converse is obvious. j

Remark:To obtain an even simpler proof of this proposition, we can use the fact that, for
mapT, iTicb5iT(1)i ~cf. Sec. II C!. Indeed, ifSandT are channels, thenT(1)5S(1)51, and the

5012 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
assumption thatT2S is CP yieldsiT2Sicb5iT(1)2S(1)i50, orS5T. In fact, the same method
shows that ifS andT are two CP maps withS(1)5T(1), thenS2T cannot be a CP map. h
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The only possible order relation between a pair of quantum channelsS andT is that, say,T
completelyc-dominatesS for somec.1. The latter condition follows from Proposition IV.1 an
from the fact thatS<cT implies 1<c1, which is ~trivially ! possible only ifc>1. In fact, as
pointed out by Parthasarathy,10 there are pairs of channelsT, T8 for which there exist constantsc,
c8.1 such thatT8<cT and T<c8T8. To show this, letS1 and S2 be arbitrary channels, an
define T5lS11(12l)S2 and T85l8S11(12l8)S2 , where 0,l, l8,1. Then, settingc
5@l(12l)#21 andc85@l8(12l8)#21, we see that indeedT8<cT andT<c8T8. In Parthasa-
rathy’s terminology,10 T andT8 areuniformly equivalent; this is writtenT[uT8, and is an equiva-
lence relation.

The next problem we consider has to do with an alternative way to~partially! order quantum
operations by means of orthogonal projections on a suitably enlarged Hilbert space. To this e
need to recall some facts about the so-calledpositive operator-valued measures~POVM’s for
short! ~Sec. 3.1 in Ref. 2!. Let X be a topological space,SX the s-algebra of all Borel subsets o
X, andH a Hilbert space. A mapM :SX→B(H) is a POVM on~the Borel subsets of! X if it has
the following properties:

~1! ~normalization! M (B)50 andM (X)51,
~2! ~positivity! M (D)>0 for all DPSX ,
~3! ~s-additivity! if $D i% is a countable collection of pairwise disjoint Borel sets inX, then

M (ø iD i)5( iM (D i), where the sum converges in the weak operator topology.

A POVM that satisfies an additional requirement that eachM (D) is an orthogonal projection
i.e., M (D)25M (D), is called aprojection-valued measure~PVM!. The resulting resolution of
identity is an orthogonal one. The celebrated Naimark dilation theorem~see Theorem 9.3.2 in Ref
2! says that for every POVMM :SX→B(H) there exist a Hilbert spaceK, a unitaryU:H→K, a
Hilbert spaceK̃ containingK as a closed subspace, and a PVME:SX→B(K̃), such that, for any
DPSX , M (D)5U* PE(D)PU, whereP is the orthogonal projection fromK̃ onto K. Further-
more, we can define the partial isometryV:H→K̃ ~with the final projectionP! by V5PU, so that
M (D)5V* E(D)V.26

With these lengthy preliminaries out of the way, we can proceed to state and prove our
Theorem IV.2: Consider quantum operations TiPCP(H1 ,H2), i 51,...,n, that satisfy T1

<T2<¯<Tn . Then there exist a Hilbert spaceH, an isometry V:H2→H1^ H, and orthogonal
projectionsP iPB(H) such that

(1) Ti(A)5V* (A^ P i)V, 1< i<n,
(2) P1<P2<¯<Pn .

Conversely, if items 1 and 2 above hold for quantum operations TiPCP(H1 ,H2) with some
H, V, and $P i%, then T1<T2<¯<Tn .

Proof: Suppose that$Ti% satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. Without loss of generality
may takeTn to be a channel, for if not, then we can append to$Ti% i 51

n the channelTn11(A)
5M* AM1Tn(A), whereM :H2→H1 is an operator defined, up to a unitary, throughM* M51
2Tn(1), so that the resulting collection$Ti% i 51

n11 still satisfiesT1<T2<¯<Tn11 .
Define quantum operationsSi , i 51,...,n, by S15T1 and Si5Ti2Ti 21 , 1, i<n. Then Tk

5( i 51
k Si , 1<k<n. If Tn(A)5W* (A^ 1E)W is the canonical Stinespring dilation ofTn , Theo-

rem III.3 states that there exist positive operatorsFiPB(E) such thatSi(A)5W* (A^ Fi)W, and
( iFi51E . By the Naimark dilation theorem there exist a Hilbert spaceH, an isometryṼ:E
→H, and a PVM $Ei% i 51

n , EiPB(H), such thatFi5Ṽ* EiṼ, 1< i<n. Thus we can write
Si(A)5V* (A^ Ei)V, where the isometryV:H2→H1^ H is defined byV5(1H1

^ Ṽ)W.

For eachk, 1<k<n, let Pk5( i 51
k Ei . Since$Ei% is an orthogonal resolution of identity, eac

Pk is an orthogonal projection, andPk<P l for k< l by construction. Furthermore,

k k

5013J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
Tk~A!5(
i 51

Si~A!5(
i 51

V* ~A^ Ei !V5V* ~A^ Pk!V, 1<k<n,
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and the forward direction is proved. The proof of the reverse direction is straightforward.j

It is pertinent to remark that there are situations when the correspondence between P
with values in a suitable Hilbert space and decompositions of a given quantum channelT into
completely positive summands is not merely a nice mathematical device, but in fact ac
direct physical significance. For instance, Gregoratti and Werner27 have exploited this correspon
dence in a scheme for recovery of classical and quantum information from noise by mak
generalized quantum measurement~described by a POVM28! on the ‘‘environment’’ Hilbert space
of a noisy quantum channel@the Hilbert spaceE in the ‘‘ancilla’’ form ~6!#.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF QUANTUM OPERATIONS BY POSITIVE OPERATORS

The correspondence between linear maps from a matrix algebraMm into a matrix algebra
Mn and linear functionals onMn^ Mm ~or, by the Riesz lemma, linear operators onCn^ Cm) has
been treated extensively in a variety of forms in the mathematical literature~see, e.g., Refs. 13
29–32 for a sampling of results related to positive and completely positive maps!. More recently,
this correspondence has been exploited fruitfully in some quantum information-theoretic con
such as optimal cloning maps,33 optimal teleportation protocols,34 separability criteria for en-
tangled states,35 or entanglement generation.36,37 In this section we will show that the one-to-on
correspondence between positive operators onCn^ Cm and CP mapsT:Mm→Mn ~known as the
‘‘Jamiolkowski isomorphism’’ in the quantum information community! can be derived using the
Radon–Nikodym machinery. We also comment on how this can be accomplished in the in
dimensional case with unbounded operators.

A. The Jamiolkowski isomorphism

In this section we consider quantum operationsT:B(H)→B(K) in the case of dimH5m
,` and dimK5n,`. Let $ei% i 51

m and$ f m%m51
n be fixed orthonormal bases ofH andK. ~We will

use italic indices for the ‘‘input’’ Hilbert space, and greek ones for the ‘‘output’’ Hilbert space.! Let
t be the tracial state onMm , t(A)5m21 Tr A, and consider the channelF(A)ªt(A)1K . It is
convenient to writeF in the Krans form

F~A!ª(
i 51

m

(
m51

n

Vim* AVim ,

whereVim5(1/Am)uei&^ f mu. Note that thesemn Kraus operators are linearly independent, wh
agrees with the minimality requirement. SettingE5K^H, we obtain the canonical Stinesprin
dilation F(A)5VF* (A^ 1E)VF , where

VFc5(
i 51

m

(
m51

n

Vimc ^ f m ^ ei .

Whenever we need to specify the dimensionsm andn explicitly, we will write Fm,n instead ofF,
Vm,n instead ofVF , etc.

We must emphasize again that the main result of this section, stated as Theorem V.1 be
not new. Indeed, it has appeared in numerous papers on quantum information theory.33–37 Our
contribution here is to present a new proof of this result that clearly exhibits the Jamiolko
isomorphism in the Radon–Nikodym framework.

Theorem V.1: In the notation described above, any CP map T:B(H)→B(K) is completely
m2-dominated byF. There exists a unique operator FTPB(E) with 0<FT<m21E , such that
DFT51H^ FT , i.e., T(A)5VF* (A^ FT)VF . The action of T on any APB(H) can also be ex-
pressed in terms of FT only, namely, as

1

5014 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
T~A!5
m

TrH@~1K^ AT!FT#, ~12!
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where AT denotes the matrix transpose of A in the basis$ei%. Furthermore, T is a quantum
operation if and only ifTrH FT<m1K .

Proof: DefineC5(1/Am)( i 51
m ei ^ ei , and letHT5T^ id(uC&^Cu). The matrix elements of

HT are given explicitly by

^ f m ^ ei uHT~ f n ^ ej !&5
1

m
^ f muT~ uei&^ej u! f n&.

For all APB(H) andcPK we have

VF* ~A^ HT!VFc5
1

m (
i , j 51

m

(
m,n51

n

^ei uAej&^ f m ^ ei uHT~ f n ^ ej !&u f m&^ f nuc&

5
1

m2 (
m,n51

n

^ei uAej&^ f muT~ uei&^ej u! f n&u f m&^ f nuc&

[
1

m2
T~A!c,

so thatT<m2F and1H^ m2HT5DFT by Corollary III.2. LetFT5m2HT . From the uniqueness
of the Radon–Nikodym derivativeDFT it follows that FT determinesT uniquely.

To prove Eq.~12!, we need the following useful identity.
Lemma V.2: For all APB(H) and BPB(E), we have

VF* ~A^ B!VF5
1

m
TrH@~1K^ AT!B#.

Proof: Proceed by direct computation; for an arbitrarycPK, we have

TrH@~1K^ AT!B#c5S TrH (
i , j ,k51

m

(
m,n51

n

^ej uAei&^ f m ^ ej uB~ f n ^ ek!&u f m&^ f nu ^ uei&^eku Dc

5 (
i , j 51

m

(
m,n51

n

^ej uAei&^ f m ^ ej uB~ f n ^ ei !&u f m&^ f nuc&

[mVF* ~A^ B!VFc,

and the lemma is proved. j

This establishes Eq.~12!. Finally, if T is a quantum operation, thenT(1H)<1K . From Lemma
V.2 it follows that T(1K)5(1/m)TrH FT , that is, TrH FT<m1. Conversely, ifT(1H)5VF* (1K
^ FT)VF<1K , we have TrH FT<m1K by Lemma V.2. The theorem is proved. j

Let T(A)5V* (A^ 1F)V be the canonical Stinespring dilation ofT. Then it is easily shown
that dimH•dimF5rankDFT, that is dimF5rankFT . Indeed, Theorems III.5 and V.1 togeth
imply that for any CP mapT:Mm→Mn there exist operators$Ki

T% i 51
N from Mn into Mm , such

thatFm,n(A)5( i 51
N (Ki

T)* AKi
T andT(A)5( i 51

N l i(Ki
T)* AKi

T , where$l i% are the~non-negative!
eigenvalues ofFT . The Kraus operators$Ki

T% i 51
N are linearly independent, and are determined

the isometryVF and the eigenvectors$j i% i 51
N of FT throughVFc5( i 51

N Vi
Tc ^ j i . ThereforeN

[mn. The number of nonzero terms in the corresponding Kraus decomposition ofT is equal to
rankFT , so that dimF5rankFT .

Last we would like to show how the Radon–Nikodym derivativeDFT transforms under

5015J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
composition of CP maps. Consider two CP mapsT1 :Mm→Mn andT2 :Mn→Md . According to
Theorem V.1 we can write
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T1~A!5Vm,n* ~A^ F1!Vm,n , T2~B!5Vn,d* ~B^ F2!Vn,d

for uniquely determined positive operatorsF1PMn^ Mm and F2 on Md^ Mn . For any A
PMm , we have

T2+T1~A!5Vn,d* ~T1~A! ^ F2!Vn,d

5Vn,d* ~Vm,n* ~A^ F1!Vm,n^ F2!Vn,d

5Vn,d* ~Vm,n* ^ 1d3n!~A^ F1^ F2!~Vm,n^ 1d3n!Vn,d ,

where 1d3n denotes the identity operator on the dilation spaceCd
^ Cn of T2 . Let $ei% i 51

m ,
$ f m%m51

n , and $fx%x51
d be orthonormal bases ofCm, Cn, and Cd, respectively. Then for anyA

PMm and anycPCd we have

T2+T1~A!c

5
1

mn (
i , j 51

m

(
m,n51

n

(
x,y51

d

^ei uAej&ufx&^fyuc&^ f m ^ ei uF1~ f n ^ ej !&^fx^ f muF2~fy^ f n!&

5
1

m (
i , j 51

m

(
x,y51

d S 1

n (
m,n51

n

^fx^ f muF2~fy^ f n!&^ f m ^ ei uF1~ f n ^ ej !& D ^ei uAej&ufx&^fyuc&.

Let V5(1/An)(m51
n f m ^ f m . Define an operatorF21 on Cd

^ Cm by

^fx^ ei uF21~fy^ ej !&5^fx^ V ^ ei u~F2^ F1!~fy^ V ^ ej !&.

Then it is evident from the calculations above that we can writeT2+T1(A)5Vm,d* (A
^ F21)Vm,d . By the uniqueness of the Radon–Nikodym derivative,1m^ F215DFm,d

(T2+T1). De-

fining the conditional expectationMV from Md^ Mn
^ 2

^ Mm onto Md^ Mm by

MV~A^ B^ C!5^VuBV&~A^ C! ;APMd , BPMn
^ 2, CPMm ,

we can write more succinctlyF215MV(F2^ F1).

B. Generalization to arbitrary faithful states

The construction described in Sec. V A also goes through if, instead of the tracial statet, we
take an arbitraryfaithful statev. As is well-known, for any such state there exist an orthonorm
basis$ei% i 51

m and a probability distribution$pi% i 51
m with pi.0, such thatv(A)5( i 51

m pi^ei uAei&
for all APB(H). Furthermore,v(A)5^Vu(A^ 1)V&, where V5( i 51

m Apiei ^ ei . ~This is, of
course, the canonical Stinespring dilation of the CP mapv by means of the GNS construction!
Let DvPB(H) denote the density operator corresponding tov, i.e., v(A)5Tr(DvA). Owing to
the faithfulness ofv, Dv is invertible.

Fix an orthonormal basis$ f m%m51
n of K, and define the channelFv :B(H)→B(K) through

Fv(A)5v(A)1K . The Kraus form ofFv is given byFv(A)5( i 51
m (m51

n Vim* AVim , whereVim

5Api uei&^ f mu, and the canonical Stinespring dilation byFv(A)5Vv* (A^ 1E)Vv , where again
E.K^H andVvc5( i 51

m (m51
n Vimc ^ f m ^ ei .

Consider the positive operatorFT,v5T^ id((Dv
21

^ 1)uV&^Vu(Dv
21

^ 1)), whose matrix ele-

5016 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
ments are given bŷ f m ^ ei uFT,v( f n ^ ej )&5(1/Apipj )^ f muT(uei&^ej u) f n&. For all APB(H) and
cPK we then have
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Vv* ~A^ FT,v!Vvc5 (
i , j 51

m

(
m,n51

n

Apipj^ei uAej&^ f m ^ ei uFT,w~ f n ^ ej !&u f m&^ f nuc&

5 (
i , j 51

m

(
m,n51

n

^ei uAej&^ f muT~ uei&^ej u! f n&u f m&^ f nuc&[T~A!c,

so thatT<iFT,viFv , with iFT,vi<iDv
21i2iTicb.

Consequently, for any faithful statev on B~H! and any CP mapT:B(H)→B(K) there exists
a positive constantc such thatT is completelyc-dominated byFv ; thusT is uniquely determined
by the Radon–Nikodym derivativeDFv

T. Note that in the special case ofv being the tracial state
on Mm we simply recover the results of the preceding section.

C. Generalization to infinite dimensions

In the form stated above, both the Jamiolkowski isomorphism and its generalization to
trary faithful states are valid only for CP maps between finite-dimensional algebras. Howev
many problems of quantum information theory it is necessary to consider CP maps be
algebras of operators on infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.

Consider a normal CP mapT:B(H)→B(K), whereH andK are separable Hilbert spaces. F
a normal faithful statev on B~H!; then there exist a complete orthonormal basis$ei% of H and a
probability distribution$pi%, pi.0, such that, for anyAPB(H), v(A)5^Vu(A^ 1)V& with V
5( iApiei ^ ei . Let Dv denote the density operator corresponding tov. BecauseH is infinite-
dimensional, the inverse ofDv is an unbounded operator defined on a dense domain, namel
linear span of$ei%. Therefore the approach taken in the preceding section will not work; inst
we will characterizeT through the Radon–Nikodym derivative of another CP mapTv ~dependent
on bothT andv! with respect to the channelFv5v(A)1K .

Choosing a complete orthonormal basis$ f m% of K, we can writeFv in the Kraus form
Fv(A)5( i ,mVim* AVim , Vim5Api uei&^ f mu, where the series converges in the strong operator
pology. We also have the Stinespring dilation viaFv(A)5Vv* (A^ 1E)Vv , whereE.K^H and
Vvc5( i ,mVimc ^ f m ^ ei . To see that this Stinespring dilation is canonical, letA
5(1/Apk)uej&^eku andc5 f n . Thus

~A^ 1E!Vvc5ej ^ f n ^ ek ,

which shows that the set$(A^ 1E)VvcuAPB(H),cPK% is total in H^E.
Let FT,v5T^ id(uV&^Vu); the matrix elements are

^ f m ^ ei uFT,v~ f n ^ ej !&5Apipj^ f muT~ uei&^ej u! f n&.

Then for allAPB(H) andcPK we can write

Vv* ~A^ FT,v!Vvc5(
i ,m

(
j ,n

Apipj^ f m ^ ei uFT,v~ f n ^ ej !&^ei uAej&u f m&^ f nuc&

5(
i ,m

(
j ,n

pipj^ei uAej&^ f muT~ uei&^ej u! f n&u f m&^ f nuc&[T~DvADv!c.

We will write Tv(A) for T(DvADv). From the Radon–Nikodym theorem it follows thatTv is
completely dominated byF , and thatD T 51 ^ F . We can determine the action ofT on

5017J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Radon–Nikodym derivatives of quantum operations
v Fv v H T,v

the ‘‘matrix units’’ uei&^ej u via T(uei&^ej u)5(pipj )
21Tv(uei&^ej u).
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VI. NORM ESTIMATES FOR DIFFERENCES OF QUANTUM OPERATIONS

In this section we will demonstrate the use of the Radon–Nikodym theorem for CP ma
deriving several useful estimates for CB norms of differences of quantum channels.

Consider two CP mapsT1 ,T2 :B(H)→B(K). Suppose that there exists a CP mapT:B(H)
→B(K), such thatTi<T, i 51, 2, and letT(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V be the canonical Stinesprin
dilation of T. By the Radon–Nikodym theorem, there exist positive contractionsF1 ,F2PB(E)
such thatTi(A)5V* (A^ Fi)V, i 51, 2. Then

~T12T2!~A!5T1~A!2T2~A!5V* ~A^ ~F12F2!!V,

and the Haagerup–Paulsen–Wittstock theorem immediately implies that

iT12T2icb<iVii~F12F2!Vi<iVi2iF12F2i .

If T is a quantum channel,V is an isometry, so thatiVi51. Therefore we get

iT12T2icb<iF12F2i . ~13!

In particular, if S<T, then iS2Ticb<i12Fi , where 1^ F is the Radon–Nikodym derivative
DTS.

Given two CP mapsT1 ,T2 :B(H)→B(K) with ~not necessarily minimal! Stinespring dilations
Ti(A)5Vi* (A^ 1E)Vi , i 51,2, on the common dilation spaceE, the norm iT12T2icb can be
bounded from above in terms ofV1 andV2 . Indeed, denoting byp the *-homomorphismB(H)
{A°A^ 1E , we can use the Haagerup–Paulsen–Wittstock theorem to obtain

iT12T2icb5iV1* +p+V12V2* +p+V2icb

<iV1* +p+V12V1* +p+V2icb1iV1* +p+V22V2* +p+V2icb

<~ iV1i1iV2i !iV12V2i . ~14!

If T1 andT2 are channels, thenV1 andV2 are isometries. Consequently,iV1i5iV2i51, and the
bound ~14! becomesiT12T2icb<2iV12V2i . As the lemma below shows, when the Hilbe
spacesH andK are finite-dimensional, one can find a common dilation spaceE and mapsV1 ,
V2 :K→H^ E, such thatiT12T2icb can be bounded from below.

Lemma VI.1: For any two CP maps T1 ,T2 :B(H)→B(K) there exist a Hilbert spaceE and
operators V1 ,V2 :K→H^ E such that Ti(A)5Vi* (A^ 1E)Vi , i 51, 2, and

iV12V2i<dimHAiT12T2icb. ~15!

Proof: Using Theorem V.1, we can writeE5K^H and Vi5ADFTiVF5(1H^AFTi
)VF .

ThenTi(A)5Vi* (A^ 1E)Vi . Next we prove the estimate~15!. We have

iV12V2i<i1H^AFT1
21H^AFT2

iiVFi5iAFT1
2AFT2

i<AiFT1
2FT2

i . ~16!

The last inequality in~16! holds because:~1! x°Ax is an operator monotone function on@0,̀ !,
i.e., AA<AB for all operatorsA, B satisfying 0<A<B ~Prop. V.1.8 in Ref. 38!, ~2! for any
operator monotone functionf with f (0)50 and any pair of positive operatorsA, B we have
i f (A)2 f (B)i< f (iA2Bi) ~Theorem X.1.1 in Ref. 38!, and~3! iXi5iAXi2 for anyX>0 by the
spectral mapping theorem. NowFTi

5(dimH)2Ti ^ id(uC&^Cu), where C5(1/AdimH)( iei

^ ei for some orthonormal basis$ei% in H. Thus, using the properties of the CB norm, we ge

iFT1
2FT2

i5~dimH!2iT1^ id~ uC&^Cu!2T2^ id~ uC&^Cu!i<~dimH!2iT12T2icb. ~17!

5018 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 44, No. 11, November 2003 Maxim Raginsky
Combining Eqs.~16! and ~17! yields ~15!. j
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Inequality ~15! was also proved by Kitaev,21 but by quite different means. Here sever
warnings are in order. In the article of Kitaev21 the ‘‘canonical representation’’ of a CP ma
T:B(H)→B(K) is defined asT(A)5TrF WAW* with F.K^H. This is not to be confused with
the canonical Stinespring dilationof T, T(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V @or its dual, T* (A)5TrE VAV* ]
which must satisfy the requirement thatH^E is ~the closure of! the linear span of$(A
^ 1E)VcuAPB(H),cPK%. ThusE is, in general, a subspace ofF5K^H. Furthermore, Kitaev’s
version of the estimate~15! has dimK, and not dimH, multiplying the CB norm on its right-hand
side. This is due to the fact that, whereas we cast all CP maps in the Stinespring formT(A)
5W* (A^ 1F)W, Kitaev prefers to work with the dual representationT* (A)5TrF WAW* . Since
all ~bounded! operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space are trace-class,T* trivially extends
to a CP map fromB~K! into B~H!.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have shown that the Radon-Nikodym theorem for completely po
maps6,7,10 is an extremely powerful and versatile tool for problems involving characterization
comparison of quantum operations. The upshot is that ifT(A)5V* (A^ 1E)V is the canonical
Stinespring dilation of a CP mapT, then the set of all CP mapsS for which T2S is also CP~we
say thatS is completely dominatedby T! is in a one-to-one correspondence with the posit
contractionsF on E, given explicitly by S(A)5V* (A^ F)V. As we have demonstrated, th
correspondence brings many seemingly unrelated problems into a common framework.

However, many important questions still remain unanswered. For instance, it is not diffic
convert the above ‘‘Stinespring form’’ of the Radon–Nikodym theorem into an equivalent ‘‘K
form’’ ~cf. Sec. III B!. The Kraus decomposition of a CP mapT involves at most countably man
terms, and all mapsScompletely dominated byT can be characterized in terms of positive-defin
kernels on the corresponding indexing set. However, it is not clear how to apply this the
directly to CP maps given in terms of a ‘‘continual’’ Kraus decomposition~as in, e.g., the quantum
operational model of Gaussian displacement noise39!. For example, ifUg is a strongly continuous
unitary representation of a compact topological groupG on a Hilbert spaceH, how do we describe
all CP maps completely dominated by the channel

T~A!5E
G

Ug* AUg dm~g!,

wherem is the~normalized! Haar measure onG, in terms of$Ug%? A partial step in this direction
has been taken by Parthasarathy,10 who constructed a Stinespring dilation ofT in terms of$Ug%
under the assumption that these operators are linearly independentm-almost everywhere, i.e.,

E
G

w~g!Ug dm~g!50⇔w~g!50 m2a.e.

for any wPL1(G,m). However, a general solution is still lacking. We hope to address this i
in a future publication.
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